SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS WITH ANTI-DFS70 ANTIBODIES
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Introduction
Anti-DFS70 antibodies (Dense Fine Speckled 70 kDa) are found in 3% of general population. Isolated anti-DFS70 reactivity i.e. without extractable-nuclear antigens (anti-ENA) or anti-double stranded DNA (anti-dsDNA) has been proposed as an exclusion marker for systemic autoimmune rheumatic diseases. However, anti-DFS70 antibodies can be found in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Studies have documented anti-DFS70 antibodies have not been extensively described yet.

Results
Among the 1200 SLE patients of the active file of the department, the anti-DFS70 positive patients represented 4.8% (n = 59). The female/male sex ratio was 19/1, the average age at diagnosis 33 years, mean disease duration 6 years and mean follow up was of 4 years. The isolated DFS group had less ACR (4.3 +/- 0.2 vs 5 +/- 0.2) and SLICC (4.4 +/- 0.2 vs 5.6 +/- 0.3) classification criteria than the DFS ENA/DNA group (Figure 2, p < 0.05). There was no significant difference between the 2 groups in terms of clinical profile (Table 1), number of flares (Figure 3), treatment (Figure 4), anti-DFS70 titer or the presence of anti-phospholipid antibodies. All patients were treated with Hydroxychloroquine and the use of steroid treatment was also similar in the 2 groups (64 % of DFS ENA/DNA and 55 % of the isolated DFS group). The isolated DFS group presented less nephritis (n=2, 6 %) compared to the DFS ENA/DNA group (n=7, 25 %, p = 0.07; Table 1). Antibodies associated with anti-DFS in the DFS ENA/DNA group were mostly anti-dsDNA antibodies (12.4 %, Figure 5).

Patients and methods
Fifty-nine SLE patients followed-up at the internal medicine department 2 at the Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital presenting with at least 4 ACR97 or SLICC2012 classification criteria and positive for anti-DFS70 antibodies were included and separated in 2 groups: (1) isolated DFS group (n=31) with isolated anti-DFS70 antibodies and (2) DFS ENA/DNA group (n=28) with anti-DFS70 and anti-ENA and/or anti-dsDNA antibodies (Figure 1). Anti-DFS70 antibodies were screened by indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) on Hep-2000™ cells (Immunoconcept) while anti-ENA were screened by ELISA (DiaSorin) and determined by multiplex assay (FIDS™, TheraTide). Anti-DFS70 and anti-ENA antibodies were confirmed by photonic ring immunoassay (Maverick™); Genalyte. Anti-dsDNA were detected using either ELISA (DiaSorin) or RIA (InGen).

Conclusion
SLE patients with isolated anti-DFS antibodies have a clinical phenotype comparable to the one of patients with anti-DFS antibodies associated with usual SLE antibodies. Although not statistically significant, renal involvement is less frequent in the absence of anti-ENA and anti-dsDNA. We conclude that the diagnosis of SLE cannot be excluded in the presence of isolated anti-DFS70 antibodies. We propose here a diagnostic algorithm for lupus based on the observed clinical features of SLE and anti-DFS positivity (Figure 6).

Figure 1. Patients inclusion. The flow diagram depicts inclusion strategy for patients with SLE and anti-DFS70 antibodies

Figure 2. Isolated anti-DFS positivity is associated with lower SLE classification score. Comparison of the number of SLE classification criteria between the DFS ENA/DNA and the isolated DFS groups: ACR criteria (left) and SLICC criteria (right); p = nS; ** p < 0.05

Figure 3. Absence of difference in the number or in the type of flares between patients with lupus and isolated antiDFS70 antibodies and patients with lupus with antiDFS70 and anti ENA or antiDNA. Comparison of the number (left) and type (right) of flares between the DFS ENA/DNA and the isolated DFS group. NS: not significant

Figure 4. No difference in the Immunosuppressive therapy between the isolated anti-DFS group and the anti-ENA and/or anti-dsDNA group. Comparison of the number (left) and type (right) of Immunosuppressive drugs between the DFS ENA/DNA and the isolated DFS group. NS: non significant

Table 1. Lupus with isolated anti-DFS70 antibodies display clinical features similar to lupus with anti-ENA. Anti. Autoimmune hemorheic anemia, APLS: Antiphospholipid syndrome, OIS: central nervous system

Table 6. Proposal for Diagnostic algorithm for SLE with ANA and anti-DFS70 antibodies

Figure 6. Proposal for Diagnostic algorithm for SLE with ANA and anti-DFS70 antibodies